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Technical Data Sheet
Premium quality, highly refined, Silver, Gold or Copper fleck paint
This highly elegant, spectacular, one-coat, interior decoration will enhance and vitalize any wall surface, giving it wonderful depth and originality with its
luxurious gold, silver or copper flecks. Ideal for homes, offices, hotels, retail store and all types of environments in either classical or contemporary style.

INTENDED USE
Any normal, paintable interior wall surface, either Gypsum plaster based or rendered masonry.

SURFACE TREATMENT
Ensure that the surface is clean, dry
and free from peeling paint or any substance that may
compromise adhesion. In case of old and powdery walls
or in presence of weak paint, apply a coat of ADIFIX primer
thinned as specified and allow to dry. Roller or brush apply
one or two base coats of FONDO UNIVERSaLE, (basecoat)
colored with the same adicolor TINTER to be used for the
finish (1 Tinter in 2lt of product) and thinned with 20-30%
of water. Let dry for 5-6 hours before applying the finish

COLOR
Add the specified quantity of adicolor TINTER to the DESIRÉ LUXURY Silver, Gold or Copper base as indicated on the relative color chart and stir in
delicately until well blended. DESIRÉ LUXURY can also be applied uncolored over the FONDO UNIVERSaLE that has been colored with the special TINTERS series DTX to
create stunning new effects of great prestige.

APPLICATION
Use the special DESIRÉ brush and apply unevenly to the surface using short, crossed strokes, flipping and overlapping each time. Start applications from the top
corner of the wall and work downwards, covering an area of approx. 3 to 5 sq.m at a time, according to the specific conditions. after about 10-15 minutes from application,
when the product has just started to dry, lightly pass the Desiré Distender blade over the product in crossed movements to flatten the raised particles and reach the desired
final effect.

THINNING
With max. 5% water

AVERAGE SPREAD RATE
Spread rate (per coat): about 10 to 12 m²/litre

DRYING TIME AT 25° C
2 - 3 hours, touch dry 1 to 2 days,thoroughly dry

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
1030 ± 20 g/l

VISCOSITY
(Brookfield 20°C): 7000 to 9000 mPa.s

ADVICES
Do not apply with air and surface temperatures below 5°C or above 28°C, Carefully verify spread rates and the surface area to be coated to avoid running short of product
during the working process and reducing the risk of differences in tones. It is also advisable to mix together the product when using different lots and multiple cans for the
same job. Clean tools with warm water. Store the product well protected from freezing and excess heat.

V.O.C. (Directive 2004/42/CE)
Cat. L Ba - Direttive 2004/42/CE - Val Max.: 200 g/l - Val Eff.: 36 g/l

Any information supplied whether verbal or in writing, is for guidance only as conditions and feasibility of use may be influenced by external factors beyond our control and is therefore given in good faith but without warranty. Adicolor reserves the right to
modify any data and information without notice. Our technical service is available for any further detailed information.

